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Abstract We propose a family of models called row–column interaction models
(RCIMs) for two-way table responses. RCIMs apply some link function to a para-
meter (such as the cell mean) to equal a row effect plus a column effect plus an
optional interaction modelled as a reduced-rank regression. What sets this work apart
from others is that our framework incorporates a very wide range of statistical mod-
els, e.g., (1) log-link with Poisson counts is Goodman’s RC model, (2) identity-link
with a double exponential distribution is median polish, (3) logit-link with Bernoulli
responses is a Rasch model, (4) identity-link with normal errors is two-way ANOVA
with one observation per cell but allowing semi-complex modelling of interactions of
the form ACT , (5) exponential-link with normal responses are quasi-variances. Pro-
posed here also is a least significant difference plot augmentation of quasi-variances.
Being a special case of RCIMs, quasi-variances are naturally extended from the M = 1
linear/additive predictor η case (within the exponential family) to the M > 1 case (vec-
tor generalized linear model families). A rank-1 Goodman’s RC model is also shown
to estimate the site scores and optimums of an equal-tolerances Poisson unconstrained
quadratic ordination. New functions within the VGAM R package are described with
examples. Altogether, RCIMs facilitate the analysis of matrix responses of many data
types, therefore are potentially useful to many areas of applied statistics.
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Keywords Goodman’s row–column association model · Quasi-variances · Reduced-
rank vector generalized linear models · Two-way table responses · Unconstrained
quadratic ordination · VGAM R package

1 Introduction

Two-way tables are a common form of data. These include contingency tables of
counts, and tables with the presence of outliers. This article proposes a new class
of models called row–column interaction models (RCIMs) to analyze general two-
way tables where the matrix response may be continuous, counts, proportions, etc.
As a specific example, consider Goodman’s RC association model (Goodman 1981)
applied to a n × M matrix of counts Y = [(yi j )]:

log μi j = μ + αi + γ j +
R∑

r=1

cir a jr , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , M, (1)

where it is assumed Yi j has a Poisson distribution. Here, μi j = E(Yi j ) is the mean of
the i- j cell and R is known as the rank (usually a small integer such as 0, 1 or 2). The
LHS of (1) takes on the form of a generalized linear model (GLM)—it is g(θ) where g
is a link function and θ is a parameter. The RHS consists of an intercept, and row
and column main effects plus optional interaction terms in the form of a reduced-rank
regression (RRR; see below).

Put succinctly, RCIMs generalize (1) so that, for the LHS, (1) the link function can
be any reasonable monotonic and twice-differentiable function, and (2) the parameter
is general and not necessarily a mean. Of course, the link function is chosen to match
the parameter being modelled. RCIMs are defined for a matrix Y response.

As an example of a RCIM, consider the number of alcohol offenders caught in
New Zealand during 2009 whose blood-alcohol level was above the legal limit while
driving (Table 1). Of interest is how the counts vary by day and by time. For example,
one would expect drink-driving to occur more in the evenings, especially during the
weekends and Friday. If this were true then one would like to quantify the effect and
provide some graphical display showing these features.

It will be shown in this article that RCIMs are a subfamily within the reduced-rank
vector generalized linear model (RR-VGLM) family, which is itself a variant of the
VGLM class (Yee and Hastie 2003). Figure 1 gives an overview of all the major classes
of models in the statistical framework considered by this article. They are detailed later.
We believe RCIMs are surprisingly useful, for example, they allow quasi-variances
(Firth and de Menezes 2004; Firth 2000) to be conveniently computed as a special case,
and furthermore, the models need not necessarily belong to the classical exponential
family. Quasi-variances are developed as RCIMs in Sect. 5.3.

In this article the following novel results are established.

(i) The RCIM class is proposed.
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Table 1 The R data frame alcoff in the VGAM package, which is dimension 24 × 7 (the 24-h clock
time by day of the week)

t

Hour Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

0 121 98 165 324 827 1,379 1,332

1 97 92 157 278 619 1,327 1,356

2 60 69 107 229 410 979 1,011

3 55 60 75 238 401 693 718

4 25 38 48 145 223 346 410

5 19 10 20 56 139 188 287

6 13 9 9 55 70 155 213

7 20 6 9 42 40 160 200

8 5 8 12 29 40 79 96

9 7 8 14 28 38 44 58

10 7 13 20 36 38 52 69

11 8 10 20 32 27 44 39

12 10 13 8 39 37 73 59

13 9 26 32 37 27 41 45

14 22 41 31 46 42 58 53

15 39 48 62 69 59 75 70

16 28 48 71 85 55 96 95

17 46 59 98 141 136 154 130

18 53 100 117 185 223 236 121

19 74 119 155 289 335 337 146

20 74 135 283 508 591 490 166

21 84 154 326 610 866 754 131

22 90 143 345 765 976 1,026 114

23 110 169 363 899 1,265 1,179 159

The counts are the number of alcohol offenders caught from breath screening drivers, accumulated over 2009
in New Zealand

(ii) It is shown that quasi-variances can be computed as a RCIM. Consequently,
quasi-variances are now available for models outside the classical exponential
family. In particular, they can be calculated for models with more than one linear
predictor or parameter.

(iii) A least significant difference (LSD) plot innovation is proposed for (ii).
(iv) An easy-to-use implementation of the RCIM class is described based on the first

author’s VGAM R package.

An outline of this paper is as follows. It is firstly needful to summarize VGLMs and RR-
VGLMs in the next section. RCIMs are defined in Sect. 3 with examples. Estimation
and software details are given in Sect. 4. Some real-life examples are given in Sect. 5,
and the article concludes with a discussion.
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LM

RR−VGLM

RR−VLM

VLM

VGLM VGAM

RR−VGAM

QRR−VGLM

VAM

Generalized

Normal errors

NonparametricParametric

RCIM

Fig. 1 Flowchart for different classes of models relevant to this article. Legend: LM linear model, V vector,
generalized, A additive, RR reduced-rank, Q quadratic, RCIM row–column interaction model

2 VGLMs and RR-VGLMs

RCIMs are built upon the VGLM/RR-VGLM infrastructure, therefore it is necessary
to briefly summarize them. The general VGLM/RR-VGLM statistical framework is
described formally in Yee and Hastie (2003) and informally in Yee (2008). The reader
is directed to these for further details. A recent article illustrating the versatility of
RR-VGLMs is Yee (2014). Many examples here pertain to categorical data analysis,
therefore Yee (2010) is also useful. We now very briefly describe the essential details
of VGLMs and RR-VGLMs.

Let the data be (xi , yi ) for i = 1, . . . , n, and write xi = (xi1, . . . , xip)
� with xi1 = 1

if there is an intercept. The xi and yi are explanatory and response respectively. Some-
times we drop the subscript i and write x = (x1, . . . , x p)

T for simplicity. Consider
the one observation case where the observed y is a q-dimensional vector. VGLMs are
defined as a model where

f (y|x; B) = f (y, η1, . . . , ηM ) (2)

for some known function f (·), B = (β1 β2 · · · βM ) is a p × M matrix of unknown
regression coefficients. This means that the model’s parameters are modelled as lin-
ear predictors. In (2) we say the distribution of y, given x, depends on a matrix of
parameters B. The j th linear predictor is

η j (x) = βT
j x =

p∑

k=1

β( j)k xk, j = 1, . . . , M. (3)
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The η j of VGLMs may be applied directly to parameters of a distribution rather
than just to means as for GLMs, e.g., a univariate distribution with location parameter a
and scale parameter b > 0. Then we might take η1 = a (identity link) and η2 = log b.
In general,

η j (x) = g j (θ j ), j = 1, . . . , M, (4)

and we say g j is a parameter link function because θ j is any parameter and not
restricted to be a mean as with GLMs. Equation (4) therefore offers more scope than
GLM modelling.

Write

ηi =
⎛

⎜⎝
η1(xi )

...

ηM (xi )

⎞

⎟⎠ = BT xi =
⎛

⎜⎝
βT

1 xi
...

βT
M xi

⎞

⎟⎠ . (5)

In practice we may wish to constrain the effect of a covariate to be the same for
some of the η j and to have no effect for others. For example,

η1(xi ) = β∗
(1)1 + β∗

(1)2 xi2 + β∗
(1)3 xi3,

η2(xi ) = β∗
(2)1 + β∗

(1)2 xi2,

so that β(1)2 ≡ β(2)2 and β(2)3 ≡ 0. The superscript “∗” denotes regression coefficients
that are actually estimated. For VGLMs, we can represent these models using

η(xi ) =
p∑

k=1

β(k) xik =
p∑

k=1

Hk β∗
(k) xik (6)

where H1, H2, . . . , Hp are known constraint matrices of full column-rank [i.e., their
rank equalsncol(Hk)], β∗

(k) is a vector containing a possibly reduced set of regression
coefficients. With no constraints at all, all Hk = IM and β∗

(k) = β(k). Then

BT =
(

H1β
∗
(1) H2β

∗
(2) . . . Hpβ

∗
(p)

)
(7)

is an expression of (5) concentrating on columns rather than rows. We need both (5)
and (7) because sometimes we focus on the η j and at other times on the variables xk .

2.1 Reduced-rank vector generalized linear models

Partition xi into (xT
1i , xT

2i )
T and B = (BT

1 BT
2 )T . In general, B is a dense matrix of

full rank, i.e., min(M, p). The M × p regression coefficients to be estimated means,
for some models and data sets, this is “too” large and is susceptible to overfitting. A
dimension reduction method is warranted.

A simple solution is to replace B2 by a RRR: B2 = A CT where A and C are two
thin matrices each of rank R. They are ‘thin’ because often R is low, e.g., 0 or 1 or 2,
hence the number of columns is much less than the number of rows. If R is low then
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the number of regression coefficients can be reduced enormously. When R = 2 the Â
and Ĉ may be biplotted (Yee and Hastie 2003). The RRR is applied to B2 because we
want to make provision the variables in x1i to be left alone, e.g., the intercepts.

An important fact is that RR-VGLMs are VGLMs where some of the constraint
matrices are estimated. For RR-VGLMs,

ηi = BT
1 x1i + A CT x2i = BT

1 x1i + A νi , (8)

where C = (c(1) c(2) . . . c(R)) is p2 × R, A = (a(1) a(2) . . . a(R)) = (a1, . . . , aM )T is
M × R. Both A and C are of full column-rank. Of course, R ≤ min(M, p2) but ideally
we want R � min(M, p2) because a more parsimonious model is often desired. One
can think of (8) as a RRR of the coefficients of x2i after having adjusted for the
variables in x1i . For identifiability, A may be restricted to the form

A =
(

IR

Ã

)
, say, (9)

called corner constraints: only Ã need be estimated.

3 Row–column interaction models

Define RCIMs as a RR-VGLM applied to Y, with

g1(θ1) ≡ η1i j = μ + αi + γ j +
R∑

r=1

cir a jr , (10)

[cf. (1)], where R ≤ min(M, p2). This means that the first parameter of a statistical
model relating to a response matrix is, after a suitable transformation, equal to the sum
of an intercept, a row and column effect plus optional interaction term of the form
AT C.

Note that (10) applies to the first (default) linear/additive predictor. For models
with M > 1 parameters one can leave η2, . . . , ηM in (4) unchanged because these are
functions of nuisance parameters (e.g., scale and shape parameters) that are best left
alone (probably as intercept-only: η j = β( j)1). Of course, choosing η1 for (10) is only
for convenience and one could choose some other η j to assign the RHS of (10).

3.1 Examples

Table 2 lists several RCIM examples that are currently implemented in software. Here
are some supplementary comments.

1. The median polish example (Mosteller and Tukey 1977), which is a method similar
to two-way ANOVA that uses medians μ̃ instead of means, can be fitted by esti-
mating the location parameter of an asymmetric Laplace distribution (Kotz et al.
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Table 2 Some VGAM family functions useful in conjunction with rcim() (they normally operate
with vglm(..., family = ).) Some models are linked to equations found in the article. “GRC”
stands for Goodman’s RC model

Family function name Comments

alaplace2(0.5) Median polish when rank-0, Eq. (11)

binomialff(mv = TRUE) Rasch conditional (fixed-effects) model, Eq. (12)

negbinomial() GRC with overdispersion wrt Poisson

poissonff() GRC model, Eq. (1)

uninormal() 2-way ANOVA (1 observation per cell)

uninormal("explink") Quasi-variances when rank-0

zipoissonff() GRC with surplus 0s wrt Poisson

2001). (Actually, medians correspond to the case where the asymmetry parameter
makes the distribution symmetric.) The formula is

μ̃i j = μ + αi + γ j +
R∑

r=1

cir a jr . (11)

It is therefore to be expected that median polish is more robust to outliers than
two-way ANOVA.

2. Another RCIM is the simple Rasch model (Powers and Xie 2008)

logit pi j = θi − b j , (12)

where pi j is the i th individual’s probability of a correct response on item j, θi

denotes an individual’s ability parameter, and b j is the difficulty of the j th item.
3. Another RCIM is a Goodman’s RC model extended to handle excess 0s, hence a

zero-inflated Poisson model could be a possibility:

P(Y = y) = I (y = 0) (1 − φ∗) + φ∗ e−λλy/y! (13)

where I (·) is the indicator function, φ = 1 − φ∗ is the probability of a structural
zero, and

η = (
log λ, logit φ∗)T

. (14)

4. A final example is the quasi-variance methodology of Firth and de Menezes (2004)
applied to an explanatory factor variable X with L levels of which the first is
baseline. These are similar to ‘floating absolute risks’ (Easton et al. 1991), however
quasi-variances are more reliably accurate because they minimize the relative error
of an approximation whereas floating absolute risks minimize the absolute error.
Quasi-variances are an especially interesting special case, therefore we devote the
next section to its further development.
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3.2 Quasi-variances

For an explanatory factor variable X with L levels of which the first is baseline,
the usual output is β̂ j , j = 2, . . . , L , and its variance-covariance matrix V̂ar(β̂).
Plotting the estimates with their standard errors means that the reference level is
simply a point without any standard errors, e.g., Fig. 4a. While all other levels can
be compared to the first, it is impractical to compare between two other levels. The
purpose of quasi-variances is to be able to quickly make inferences for contrasts of the
parameters without having to re-evaluate standard errors after reparameterization. The
methodology attempts to assign standard errors to all levels such that all pairwise levels
may be compared. The L quasi-standard errors qse(β̂ j ), j = 1, . . . , L , are treated as
uncorrelated, and their derivation is based on an approximation. When plotted (e.g.,
Fig. 4b) the overall result does not treat the reference level as different from the others.

Without divulging unnecessary details, the quantities

vi j ≡ Var
(
β̂i − β̂ j

) ≈ qi + q j , i = 1, . . . , L , j = 1, . . . , L , (15)

are approximated as best as possible with respect to the quasi-variances qi . By con-
sidering a relative error, the qi may be estimated (Firth 2000) by minimizing

∑

i< j

{
log vi j − log

(
qi + q j

)}2
. (16)

This can be achieved within the RCIM framework by letting yi j = log vi j be the
‘response’ and choosing

g(μi j ) = ηi j = exp(μi j ) (17)

so that the link function is an exponential [the opposite to a log-link]. If it is assumed
that yi j ∼ N (μi j , σ

2) then fitting a rank-0 RCIM to Y = [(yi j )] with exponential link
function and normal errors will result in minimizing (16) by least squares becauseηi j =
qi + q j .

The function explink() has been written to facilitate these calculations. Care is
required to keep ηi j > 0 to avoid range violations. By choosing η

(a)
i j = max(η

(a)
i j , ε)

at iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) iteration a for suitably small positive ε,
any value beyond the boundary of the parameter space is handled during the early
iterations. Our experience is that the computations are generally reliable given this
tweak. The VGAM family function uninormal() has an argument that allows ε to
be inputted; its current default value is 1 × 10−5 but any value in (0, 0.1] is accepted.
In practice, there might only be a problem if the model converged or was stopped at
an IRLS iteration that this adjustment was needed, however this has never occurred in
the author’s experience.

There are several benefits from calculating quasi-variances as a RCIM. Because
RCIMs reside within the VGLM/RR-VGLM framework the methodology automati-
cally becomes available to a wide range of models and distributions. These include
models with M > 1 linear predictors, i.e., the entire VGLM class. Specialized software
in another package not being needed is another benefit.
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For quasi-variances we now propose a small innovation: adding least significant
difference (LSD) intervals to the plot (Andrews et al. 1980; Schenker and Gentle-
man 2001). We wish users to be able to visually determine instantaneously whether
H0 : βi = β j is rejected or not, i.e., are any two levels significantly different? Such
methodology already exists in the form of the LSD idea. Ideally one would want LSD
intervals that do not overlap if and only if they are statistically significantly different.
This feature is not available in the usual quasi-SE interval presentation. The LSD addi-
tion allows the reader to make immediate decisions by making comparisons between
pairs of factor levels easier. Another alternative would be based on honestly significant
difference (HSD) intervals. In our implementation, LSD intervals are represented as
arrows inside the usual quasi-SE line segments (e.g., Fig. 4b). The LSD innovation
uses the result that, given θ̂1, θ̂2, se(θ̂1) and se(θ̂2), then θ̂1 − θ̂2 ± 1.96 se(θ̂)/

√
2 is

an approximate 5 % LSD interval for the difference between two parameters, θ1 − θ2,
provided se(θ̂1) ≈ se(θ̂2) (= se(θ̂), say). The general formula for the 100α % LSD
interval is

β̂i ± z(α/2)√
2

√
qi . (18)

The proof is as follows. If qi ≈ q j (= q, say) then a 100(1 −α)% confidence interval
for βi −β j is β̂i −β̂ j ±z(α/2)

√
2q . Suppose β̂i > β̂ j . At the point of overlap we have λ

such that β̂i − λ
√

q = β̂ j + λ
√

q . The 100(1 − α)% confidence interval touches 0
when β̂i − β̂ j = z(α/2)

√
2q . Equating the two equations shows that λ = z(α/2)/

√
2,

hence (18).

4 Estimation and software

We now sketch the estimation details of RCIMs. They are related to the basics given
in Sect. 2 on VGLMs/RR-VGLMs, and Yee and Hastie (2003).

In (10) the parameters αi and γ j are called the row and column scores (or effects)
respectively. Identifiability constraints are needed for these, such as corner constraints,
e.g., α1 = γ1 = 0. The parameters air and c jr also need constraints, e.g., a1r = c1r =
0 for r = 1, . . . , R. Following Yee and Hastie (2003), RCIMs may be fitted as RR-
VGLMs by setting up the appropriate indicator variables as

ηi = BT
1 x1i + ACT x2i (19)

=
⎧
⎨

⎩μ1M + αi 1M +
M∑

j=2

γ j e j

⎫
⎬

⎭ +
(

0T

A[−1]

) (
0 CT[−1]

)
ei (20)

where a subscript “[−1]” means the first element or row is removed from the vector
or matrix, and ei is the i th column of IM . The first rows of A and C are 0T for
identifiability—they correspond to structural zeros.

Since A takes on the role of the constraint matrices of a VGLM, it is possible to
alternate between estimating A given C and estimating C given A. Both operations
entail fitting a VLM (Fig. 1). These are conducted within the IRLS algorithm that
performs Fisher scoring iterations.
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In our experience the choice of initial values does sometimes play a large role
whether successful convergence is obtained or not. By ‘sometimes’, it depends on
the distribution or model being fitted. For example, distributions with 3 or 4 or more
parameters can pose much more difficulty than 2 parameter ones, e.g., the 2-parameter
Lomax distribution is the 4-parameter generalized beta II distribution with shape para-
meters a = p = 1. There are tricks that can be used to fit the more complex models
such as fitting a simpler one first and use it for initial values. Some of these tricks are
described in Yee (2015). In general, because the expected information matrices (EIMs)
are used, the parameter space where the working weight matrices are positive-definite
is much larger than for the Newton–Raphson algorithm (which uses the observed
information matrices). Thus often the starting values need not be very close to the
solution. Consequently, successful convergence is often insensitive to the starting val-
ues, which is a good thing. All VGAM family functions are self-starting. Many have
a variety of methods implemented to select the starting values; such family functions
have the argument imethod (which stands for ‘initialization method’) that always
has the default value 1 for the method deemed most likely to provide convergence,
e.g., the method of moments. If this fails then the user can invoke imethod = 2,
and if that fails, then imethod = 3, etc.

For most of the 150+ VGAM family functions their EIMs are well-conditioned. But
there do exist distributions whose parameterization must be chosen with care, e.g.,
some generalized hyperbolic distributions fitted in GeneralizedHyperbolic (Scott
2012), however the present version of VGAM does not implement any such distribu-
tions whose EIM is so ill-conditioned that this might be an issue.

In this vein, the use of suitable link functions helps with the overall stability of
the parameterization and circumvents range restriction problems, e.g., parameters in
(0, 1) are best estimated using a link such as the logit. Reasonable default link functions
are chosen for all parameters estimated within VGAM, therefore most users need not
concern themselves with problems relating to parameter range violations.

In the case of the asymmetric Laplace distribution, the first derivatives are not
continuous at the location parameter, therefore scoring is not a suitable algorithm.
Hence alaplace2() in Table 2 is not entirely reliable. However, the half-stepping
feature of vglm() can help ameliorate this problem. Here, half-stepping allows a
partial step (e.g., 1

2 , 1
4 , 1

8 …) to be taken from the current estimate β(a) in the direction
of β(a+1) if β(a+1) is not an improvement. Half-stepping ensures that an improvement
is made at each iteration because the step directions are ascending.

VGLMs and RR-VGLMs are illustrated in Fig. 1. RR models operate on νi =
(ν1i , . . . , νi R)T , which may be interpreted as a vector of latent variables. They are
optimal linear combinations of the x2i —optimal in the sense that they are estimated
by maximizing the likelihood. Then the νi can be considered as taking the role of x2i ,
i.e., as a smaller set of explanatory variables. Models VLMs and RR-VLMs are compu-
tational building blocks of the other methods but do not have any significant practical
utility; they are fitted to pseudo-responses within the IRLS algorithm.

For the quasi-variance calculations (17), the function explink() has been writ-
ten to facilitate these calculations. Care is required to keep ηi j > 0 to avoid range
violations. By choosing ηi j = max(ηi j , ε) for suitably small positive ε, any value
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beyond the boundary of the parameter space is handled during the early iterations.
Our experience is that the computations are generally reliable given this tweak.

4.1 Modelling function rcim()

The modelling function rcim() sets up the dummy variables and constraint matrices
according to (20) as part of fitting the RR-VGLM. Equation (20) is the central formula
for fitting RCIMs; it shows how the indicator variables are set up for the row and
column effects. The family argument of rcim()may be assigned a VGAM family
function which can handle multiple responses because each column of Y is treated as
a response and the basic unit of the computations is ηi .

The argument Rank = 0 by default means no interaction terms are fitted. The
argument Index.corner specifies which rows of A are to receive corner con-
straints, cf. (9). For more information about these and other arguments, see the online
help files.

Setting the argument which.linpred = t of rcim() corresponds to replac-
ing η1i j in (10) by ηti j , e.g.,zipoisson() has η = (logit pstructural 0, log λ)T , hence
it would be appropriate to set which.linpred = 2 because the second parameter
is of central interest.

Given a fitted rcim() object, S4 generic functions such as coef(), fitted(),
predict() andsummary() are available. For rank-0 modelsplot() can produce
a plot of the main effects.

For quasi-variance calculations, functions rcim(), Qvar(), qvar(),
explink() and uninormal() are used collectively to calculate them for a spec-
ified factor explanatory variable. The online help gives examples, as well as below.
The methods function plotqvar() is available for plotting the quasi-variances.

5 Examples

Several RCIMs are illustrated in this section. R scripts are available from http://www.
stat.auckland.ac.nz/~yee/updates, and these use the VGAM and VGAMdata packages
(versions 0.9-4 or later is assumed for both). A practical overview of VGAM is Yee
(2008) and currently Yee (2015) is being written for practitioners.

5.1 Goodman’s RC fitted to alcoholic offences

The first example concerns alcoff, a 24 × 7 table of alcohol offenders caught from
breath screening drivers, accumulated over 2009 in New Zealand. Rows are hour of
the day starting from midnight, and columns are the week days starting with Monday.

We fit an independence (rank-0 Goodman’s RC) model to alcoff. The data are
preprocessed by offsetting the data with respect to the hour. We say the effective day
starts at 6am, say, since partying late at night often spills over to the early morning.
Hence effective Mon starts at 6am and finishes on Tuesday at the same hour. The
function moffset() (for matrix offset) enables us to accomplish this.
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Fig. 2 Hourly and effective daily effects of a Goodman’s RC model fitted to alcoff. This is output from
plot()

The GRC model is fitted by

grc0.alcoff <- rcim(moffset(alcoff, "6", postfix = "*"),
rprefix = "Hour.24.", cprefix = "Day.")

Then applying

plot(grc0.alcoff, rcol = "blue", ccol = "orange",
rfirst = 14, cfirst = 1, rtype = "h", ctype = "h",
lwd = 2, ylim = c(-1.5, 1.5),
cylab = "Effective daily effects", # "c" for column, "xlab" for x-label
rylab = "Hourly effects", # "r" for row, "ylab" for y-label
rxlab = "Hour", cxlab = "Effective day")

the methods plot() function to the fitted RCIM gives Fig. 2 which displays the fitted
main effects. It may be seen that the daily effects are comparable in size to the hourly
effects. The results agree with what is expected: the greatest number of alcohol-related
offences occur on Friday and Saturday nights (and their following morning), and there
is a gradual increase from Sunday/Monday to these peak days. Also, they are at their
lowest in the late morning to lunchtime period.

5.2 Median polish fitted to crash injuries

Of the several crash data sets in VGAM the data frame crashi (crash injuries) have
the largest counts in general, therefore we apply median polish to obtain a robust
additive fit to the frequencies.

mp0.crashi <- rcim(crashi, alaplace2(tau = 0.5, intparloc = TRUE))
plot.mp0.crashi <-
plot(mp0.crashi, lwd = 2, hlwd = 2,

hcol = "purple", rcol = "blue", ccol = "darkorange",
rtype = "p", ctype = "p", cylab = "Daily effects",
rylab = "Hourly effects", rxlab = "Hour", cxlab = "Day")
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Fig. 3 Median polish fit to crash injuries, crashi. This is output from plot(). The y axes differ in
scale

This gives Fig. 3. An identity link is effective, and the fit involves medians. It can be
seen that hourly effects are more dominant than the daily effect. The largest hourly
effects are from 0800–0900 and 1500–1700 which corresponds to rush hour traf-
fic and includes the start and finish of school. It appears that Sunday and Monday
are approximately equal, then a linearly increasing effect from Monday to Satur-
day. Not surprisingly, the least injuries occur during the very early hours of the
morning.

5.3 Quasi-variances example

We illustrate quasi-variances here for a simple M = 1 Poisson model on the ships
data (McCullagh and Nelder 1989) where the damage rate on a log scale is regressed
upon 5 ship types (A–E). Internally, the preprocessing function Qvar() coerces a
fitted vglm() Poisson model into a square matrix as input for uninormal() (the
‘responses’ mentioned in Sect. 3.2).

From a user’s viewpoint, the relevant code is of the form

Shipmodel <- vglm(incidents ˜ type + year + period, quasipoissonff,
data = ships, subset = (service > 0),
offset = log(service)) # A fitted VGLM

fit1 <- rcim(Qvar(Shipmodel, "type"), family = uninormal("explink"))
quasiVar <- qvar(fit1) # The quasi-variances
plotqvar(fit1) # A simple plot of the quasi-variances

This results in a plot similar to Fig. 4b. Here, it may be seen that the 5 % LSD intervals
for the first two levels are somewhat close to crossing, therefore we expect their
p value to be somewhat close to 0.05. Indeed, testing the second coefficient from the
original fit, one has a Wald statistic of −1.96, which borders on exactly the 5 % level of
significance. Visually, two other pairs appear significantly different, viz. B versus E,
and C versus E.
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Fig. 4 a Standard plot for estimates of a factor effect whose first level is baseline; the lines denote ±2 SEs.
b 5 % LSD intervals (arrows) based on quasi-variances; these are β̂i ± z(0.025)

√
qi /2 and β̂i ± 2

√
qi

respectively. The fitted model is a quasi-Poisson-GLM fitted to the ships data

5.4 Zero-inflated Poisson example

Here we fit quasi-variances to a M = 2 model. We fit a zero-inflated Poisson to a subset
of 2,845 women from a large cross-sectional study of New Zealanders collected during
the early 1990s. The data frame is xs.nz in VGAMdata. The response is the number
of births given, and the factor of interest is ethnicity, which has values 0 for European
(NZ European or British or other European), 1 for Maori and 2 for Pacific Island
Polynesian. For homogeneity, we exclude the “Other” group (Chinese, Indian and
other ethnicities). It was noted that a ZIP model is more reasonable than a Poisson
because a simple barchart (not given) revealed a surplus of 0s relative to a Poisson
distribution (so that there is bimodal behaviour).

The model

η1 = log λ = β(1)1 + f(1)2(age) + ethnicity1 · β(1)3 + ethnicity2 · β(1)4, (21)

η2 = logit φ∗ = β(2)1 + f(2)2(age) + ethnicity1 · β(2)3 + ethnicity2 · β(2)4 (22)

is fitted since the first level of a factor is zero by default. This model may be estimated
using regression splines by placing the appropriate constraint matrices Hk [see (6)]
into clist:

clist <- list("bs(age, df = 4)" = rbind(1, 0),
"bs(age, df = 3)" = rbind(0, 1),
"ethnic" = diag(2),
"(Intercept)" = diag(2))

fit1 <- vglm(babies ˜ bs(age, df = 4) + bs(age, df = 3) + ethnic,
zipoissonff(zero = NULL), data = xs.nz.f,
constraints = clist)

Here, we provide a little more flexibility to the function of λ as opposed to φ.
Now the quasi-SE plots can be obtained by

Fit1 <- rcim(Qvar(fit1, "ethnic", which = 1), # For log(lambda)
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Fig. 5 Quasi-SE plots for η̂1 and η̂2 for a zero-inflated Poisson model (21)–(22) fitted to a subset of females
from the dataframe xs.nz with babies as the response

uninormal("explink"), maxit = 99)
Fit2 <- rcim(Qvar(fit1, "ethnic", which = 2), # For logit(phi)

uninormal("explink"), maxit = 99)
plotqvar(Fit1, scol = "blue", pch = 16, # Most are graphical parameters

main = expression(eta[1]),
slwd = 1.5, las = 1, length.arrows = 0.07)

plotqvar(Fit2, scol = "blue", pch = 16,
main = expression(eta[2]),
slwd = 1.5, las = 1, length.arrows = 0.07)

This results in Fig. 5. One might interpret a structural zero as the inability or decision
not to have children. Adjusting for age, the RHS plot indicates that the probability of
a structural zero is lowest for Maori, and the European and Polynesians are indistin-
guishable. That is, Maori are most available to have the possibility of children.

The LHS plot shows that, amongst those who could possibly have children, Euro-
peans have the least number of children on average, followed by Maori, and Polyne-
sians have the most. But while the Europeans are significantly lower than the other
two ethnicities, the other two groups may not be significantly different.

5.5 Goodman’s RC and unconstrained quadratic ordination

This example applies the Goodman’s RC model to multispecies counts to solve an
important problem in statistical ordination in ecology: the Goodman’s RC model
estimates the site scores and optimums of an equal-tolerances Poisson unconstrained
quadratic ordination (UQO).

To see this, as background, suppose the complete data are Y and X where the latter
is a n × p matrix of p environmental variables measured at n sites. The n × q matrix
Y are species counts for q species at the n sites. Suppose the true model generating
the abundances is

log μi j = ηi j = A j − 1

2

(
νi − u j

t j

)2

(23)
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where ν = cT x is the latent variable or underlying gradient. The quadratic term means
a bell-shaped response curve with respect to ν—this is biologically sensible because
a species typically dies when the gradient (e.g., temperature) is too low or too high.
Parameters u j and t j are the j th species’ optimum and tolerance respectively. The
latter is a measure of niche width, which is a biologically meaningful quantity. The
species thrives about its optimum environment.

The above scenario fits into the problem of ordination in statistical ecology, where
species (columns) and sites (rows) are ordered or arranged so that their interrelation-
ships can be displayed in a special type of plot called a biplot (Gower et al. 2011).
Equation (23) is known as a constrained quadratic ordination (CQO) because the site
scores νi are constrained to be a linear combination of the environmental variables
xi . The unconstrained case occurs when the data is solely Y, and hence the νi are
treated as free parameters. The ordination problem involves estimating the parameters
νi , u j , A j and t j for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , q.

Suppose that all species’ tolerances are equal in the unconstrained case. Without
loss of generality set t j = 1 for all j . Then (23) can be expanded to

ηi j = −1

2
ν2

i +
(

A j − 1

2
u2

j

)
+ νi u j . (24)

This can be compared to a rank-1 Goodman’s RC model

log μi j = ηi j = β0 + αi + γ j + ci a j , (25)

and the parameters matched as

a j = u j and ci = νi (26)

(actually, the RCIM is slightly overparameterized but we focus on the cross-product
term.) Thus a rank-1 Goodman’s RC model may be used to fit an equal-tolerances
Poisson UQO. More generally, a rank-1 RCIM might be used to estimate the site
scores and optimums of an equal-tolerances UQO for a range of data types since both
models share a common ηi j .

Here is the methodology illustrated using simulated data.

set.seed(123) # For reproducibility
n <- 100; p <- 5; S <- 5 # S is the number of species
pdata <- rcqo(n, p, S, es.opt = FALSE, eq.max = FALSE, eq.tol = FALSE,

sd.tolerances = 1, sd.latvar = 0.75) # Random X and Y
true.nu <- attr(pdata, "latvar") # The ’truth’
Y <- pdata[, paste("y", 1:S, sep = "")] # Y matrix (n x S)
uqo.rcim1 <- rcim(Y, Rank = 1, str0 = NULL, # Delta covers entire n x M matrix

iindex = 1:nrow(Y), # RRR covers the entire Y
has.intercept = FALSE) # Suppress the intercept

This fit uses a slightly new but equivalent parameterization: it has β0 ≡ 0 and no
structural zeros so that the rank-1 approximation Δ covers the entire n × M matrix
of ηi j s.
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The estimated species’ optimums can be plotted against the true optimums as fol-
lows (and ditto for the site scores).

# Plot "(a)" for the optimums
plot(attr(pdata, "optima"), Coef(uqo.rcim1)@A,

col = "blue", type = "p", main = "(a)")
mylm <- lm(Coef(uqo.rcim1)@A ˜ attr(pdata, "optima"))
abline(coef = coef(mylm), col = "orange", lty = "dashed")

# Plot "(b)" for the site scores
fill.val <- NULL # Choose this for the new parameterization
plot(attr(pdata, "latvar"), c(fill.val, concoef(uqo.rcim1)),

las = 1, col = "blue", type = "p", main = "(b)")
mylm <- lm(c(fill.val, concoef(uqo.rcim1)) ˜ attr(pdata, "latvar"))
abline(coef = coef(mylm), col = "orange", lty = "dashed")

This gives Fig. 6a, b. It may be seen that there is close correspondence between the
fitted RCIM and the truth. The estimates are linearly related to the exact values because
of some scaling that has not yet been performed. In Fig. 6b the correlation between
the true site scores and the estimated UQO site scores is 0.873 which indicates good
agreement.

Given a UQO fit, one can then fit a CQO on the ν̂i as explanatory variables without
making an equal tolerances assumption. This can be done here with

myform <- attr(pdata, "formula")
p1ut <- cqo(myform, family = poissonff,

eq.tol = FALSE, trace = FALSE, data = pdata)
c1ut <- cqo(cbind(y1, y2, y3, y4, y5) ˜ scale(latvar(uqo.rcim1)),

family = poissonff, eq.tol = FALSE, trace = FALSE, data = pdata)
lvplot(p1ut, lcol = 1:S, y=TRUE, pcol = 1:S, pch = 1:S, pcex = 0.5, main = "(c)")
lvplot(c1ut, lcol = 1:S, y=TRUE, pcol = 1:S, pch = 1:S, pcex = 0.5, main = "(d)")

Here, p1ut is a CQO fit of the original data, and c1ut is a CQO fit of the UQO fit.
The two plots are very similar, which is to be expected with such ‘nice’ data.

6 Discussion

Two way tables are a very common form of data, therefore it is not surprising that
some overlapping methodology has been proposed already. In particular, the general-
ized additive main effects and multiplicative interaction models, or GAMMI models
(see, e.g., a description in Turner and Firth 2007). These also comprise the row and
column main effects plus one or more components of the multiplicative interaction.
The singular value corresponding to each multiplicative component is often factored
out, as a measure of the strength of association between the row and column scores,
indicating the importance of the component, or axis. For cell means μi j a GAMMI-R
model has the form

g(μi j ) = αi + β j +
R∑

r=1

σr γri δr j . (27)
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Fig. 6 a, b Compares the UQO solution with the truth for a rank-1 Poisson simulated data set. a Estimated
optima û j versus u j . b Estimated site scores ν̂i versus νi . c CQO fitted to the original data. d CQO fitted to
the scaled UQO site scores. In a, b the dashed orange line is a simple linear regression through the points
(colour figure online)

Based on (27) GAMMI models appear to be identical to RCIMs. In (27) their inter-
action term is a singular value decomposition of our ACT . While our interaction term
uses corner constraints, their parameterization is quite interpretable and is related to
some of the other parameterizations described in Yee and Hastie (2003).

Another class of models with (10) applied to an error distribution from the expo-
nential family has been called generalized biadditive models (GBMs; see e.g., de
Rooij 2007). But like GAMMIs, the class of VGLMs is much larger than the classical
exponential family of GBMs.

In summary, RCIMs are a variant of RR-VGLMs tailored specifically towards two-
way table responses. Each row of the response is modelled simultaneously via ηi , and
the appropriate row and column dummy variables (20) are set up. Thus RCIMs are
RR-VGLMs where one of the linear predictors is modelled as the sum of a row effect, a
column effect, and an optional interaction effect which is expressed multiplicatively as
a RRR. Graphical techniques, when there are no interactions, are available to display
the main effects on the transformed scale (4).
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The VGLM/VGAM framework is very large and covers many models and distribu-
tions from survival analysis, extreme value analysis, quantile and expectile regression,
time series, bioassay data, nonlinear least-squares models, and scores of standard and
nonstandard univariate and continuous distributions. RCIMs are a particularly useful
subclass of VGLMs that facilitates the analysis of two-way tables of many data types.
Consequently it is hoped that RCIMs prove useful in many areas of applied statistics.
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